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’Toward World Unify’

Arnold Toynbee, Historian,
Speaks in Morris Dailey

SpaZtartet
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Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee, inters
nationally recognized authority ot
,,,tory, will take the podium today at 12:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium to explore the topic
"Toward World Unity."
Dr. Toynbee, also a well-known
author and lecturer, is visiting San
Jose State on a nine-day tour of
California.
sent its recommendations at toAuthor of more than 16 books.
day’s meeting.
he is presently the John R. Heath
If debate is closed today on the Visiting Professor of History for
bill, Council Chairman Steve Lar- 1962-63 at Grinnell College in
SOn plans to call a special Thursday Iowa. He is best known for "A
council meeting to vote on the pro- Study of History," a 10-volume
Posed bill, which will govern the work. An abridgement of the first
Upcoming April 23 and 24 elections, six volumes was a best-seller.
In other council business:
The London-born historian has
Five budgets, totaling more than been awarded numerous degrees
$4,000, will be presented by ASB and honors from universities inTreasurer Jim Sperling. Budgets eluding Oxford, Cambridge, Columinclude: college F.M. station, home- his and Princeton.
coming committee, placement servHe was well received in New
ice, recognition banquet, and Reed York in 1954, when he came to
magazine.
(Arse’ ve the publication of the last
A special report from the Coor- four volumes of "A Study of Hisdinating Committee on Special’ tory." During his East Coast stay,
Committees is also slated. Five spe- he appeared on network radio and
cial committees, in the areas of ap- television shows and lectured in
proved housing, parking, registra- Washington, Boston, Philadelphia,
tion, ASB fiscal allocation and community and cultural relationships
were formed by isiuncil in Febru-

Larson, Pisano Petition Election Code To Face.
For Top ASB Positions Final Debate in Council

The proposed Election Code Bill
Steve Larson, ASH vice presi-, grams in a responsilile manner."
is expected to face final debate
sophomore;
Both
Pisano,
men
stress
Bob
that students
dent, and
when Student Council meets today
representative. are among students should view student body accom- at 2:30
p.m. in the College Union.
,
yesterday
plishments.
not
over
a year perhal.
wan took out petitions
Amendments to insure equal adfor 1963-64 president and vice pies- , but over a five or ten-year period. vertising
for both political party
Although Bruce Wiseman, junior
ident. respectively.
and non-party candidates in ASH
Larson, 21, philosophy -psychology history major. attended a presidenelections were passed at last week’s
major, has served as chairman of ! tial briefing session last week,
meeting.
Student Council this year as well Spartan Daily was unable to con The bill was referred to a special
as a director for .Spartan Shops tact him for a personal continua- . committee for
minor grammatical
and vice chairman of the Executive; tion of his candidacy.
!changes. The committee, composed
Council. Emphasizing that a sin-)
of Pete Briggs, graduate repress-nfere approach k important in stu-;
tative; Penny Patch senior retireLarson
said:
"An
,
government.
dent
sentative; George Drake, freshman
individual must be responsible and ,
topresentative. is expected to pre- .
mature to student government to;
commucollege
entire
the
benefit
nity:’
A puldie administration major,
Pisan., 20. has served council also
as site chairman. He echoes Larson’s philosophy of student government: "Student government must
and can be a significant driving
f’ree We MO carry out our pro-

Partial Library
Access by April 10,
Miss Backus Says

Householders
Give Awards
For Top GPA

STEVE LARSON
I

in
,
Women’s House bidets Assn. recently honored 1 If,
SJS wemen students who had I-eeivel 3.0 grade point ay,o.;
highib for the fall semester.
Attending the banquet to piesi..
rash awards and certificates we’,
Dr Stanley Benz. dean of studeids
his wife. and Janet Douglas. as swot,’ ,I’an of students.
The women receiving $25 cash
wank 1. r highest grade point avera:ie.: were Karen Merry, with a
4.0, anh Constance Tirmble, sophomole Eng! ish major, with a 3.9697
GPA.
Awards were also given to oth
campus ;imposed women’s lit it,.’
center, with the highest gtade
lent .1%Prages.
Plaques were given aceiwilinc
to the irize of the houses.
The Loge house winning was
Sycara"1. thin and the s m a I I
hiiase. Gardner House. Award s of
Sill roch were also given to the
individual girl in each house with
the hichest GPA. Karen Met-my
took the awatil fin Syearnmalt ill
and P,osemarie Richichero
.’.
more home economies mite’.
reivisl the a w a rd for Gaidh, I
11
0

BOB PISANO

’
’

The Library will be closed April
8-9, because of the move to tho
Central Building, according ti ’
lege librarian Joyce Backus.
Paging, calling for books requested by students, will begin on
Tuesday, April 9. at the Reserve
Book Room. Students wishing to
use reference or other books during the Easter recess should get
the call number before the end of
this week and obtain a special
permit from the information desk
on the first floor of the North
Wing. This should he done before
Friday, according to Miss Backus.
This paging set vice will not be
extended to anyone without a special permit.
Miss Backus hopes students will
have partial excess to the library
by Wednesday. April 10.
Also, library facilities on other
campuses have been extended
SJS students. Elmer Grieder, at"
ing director of the Stanford Urnversity Library, and Father Bo!land of Santa Clara Universits
have both offered to extend cootosy to SJS iiitudents.
Those students wishing to use
campus library facilities
must receive an application form
at the Information Desk in the
library and receive a letter of
intioduction from Robert Lauritzen. assistant to the college Iibrarian, LN607.
Miss Backus points out that
these campus libraries will be more
liberal than usual in extendinprivileges tii *IS students

Director to Attend
,:ther
New York Meet

I.i.wei; i Hai: S.IS Omit ’iii
public r e. ,.. ’us, will represent the
Journalism and Advertising Department at a convocation to be
held at 5:30 p.m. April 15 at
ColliMbilt Univetsity commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
tismiling of the School of JiairnalIsm.
The convocation will be lid-,
lowed by an alumni dinner,

Author’s Defense
Speech at SPU
" Defense and Its Effect on
American Life" will be discussed
by author Sidney Lens tomorrow
at the Student Peace Union meeting at 3:30 p.m. in CH149.
Author of "A World in Revolution," "Left, Right and Center,"
and "Africa --Awakening Giant,"
Lens is connected with the American Friends Service Committee.
which is concerned with peace
and civil liberties issues.
In connection with Lens’ speech.
STU will sponsor an information
booth on civil defense in front of
the cafeteria from 8:30 a.m. to
1130 p.m. SPU members will distribute literature,

Dickens’ Classic
’Oliver Twist,’
Today’s Offering
Charlos 1 nekcils p"pillai. classic
"Oliver Twist." will show at toclassic film series at 3,:iii
and 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Aiiditorium.
It is the story of a half-starved
and ill-treated boy in an orphanage. He runs away to London
where he falls in with and is xe
Moiled by the underworld.
Critic William Brewster refers
to the picture as "much more
iaineficienr and moving than most
af its prototypes and is full of
N rnpathy and pathos."
Starring in the production are
FArlaneccisGiLinnsesu-st_.
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Religious Leaders Disagree
0n Death Penalty Mora itr,. , i.gise sh.otiltmaf.ostrera:tv acikl i

:Ran.
It is a picture of the cheap
Yorkshire boarding schools, and
a pasrhtiacun:

’td to,, note: This is tho third
tourpart series exploring the
denfit penalty in California. Today’s
;nwestigates the moral aspects
death penalty and the vistws
c’
1 OUS loaders. I
Its MANI.: JUDGE
1:,;,.’ails leaders apparently are
Split into two camps concerning
capital punishment.
All Protestant ministers interviewed definitely thought the death
PellitliS should be abolished 1WCallse it
iS MitritIly object ion:ride
and because the state does not
have the right to take a life.
Put the Catholic Church is not
against the death penalty.
-The state does have the tight
to take a life. The gas chamber at
San Quentin is morally allowable
for the sake of the common
good.ethithasizes Father Cyril Leach.
campus Catholic chaplain.
San Jose Rabbi Joseph Gitin
sales with the Protestants. "I ant
ilkainst the death penalty, period."
he aeoare,
"On religious, humanitarian, and
jirrietical grounds. I am against tlie
death penalty." Says the
it.’y
(;eorge Collins, college Baptist
ehaPlain.
(MU) OF (100
I hake no sympathy tor crime.
I don’t think the ’,tide
’’ mil another." the Reverend

;who had been found guilty in
court of neglecting his boys. The
novel aroused the public conscience
’Collins continues. "I regard every’ Baulch is completely against the
and was responsible for the clos; man as a potential child of God. , death penalty. "It is a real admix ing of the notorious schools.
’ Society has no right to commit mission of failure to have to resort
This film is but one of the many
to such measures," he emphasized.
murtler."
versions of the novel being preBut the Reverend Collins recMONEV COI.NTS
sented throughout the country
ognizes the fact that some people
He believes that the penalty is The gay musical, "Oliver," is curcannot fit into society. "Some are
rently making a nationwide tour
twisted that stecould never not inflicted equally. "I have
and a movie based on Dickens
accept them. They should be see. known men in prison on murciel
novel is now being made.
regaled and Put in Prison or men- charges who would have received
the death penalty if they had not , This film series is free to ASB
tal institutions."
members and members of the col Campus Christian Center ad-, had the required amount of money
lege faculty. The program is jointvisor, the Rev. Mark Rutledge, is to pay for high priced lawyers and
ly sponsored by the Spartan Proopposed to capital punishment tor Psychiatrists to plead for insanity."
He asserts that the penalty is grams Committee and the Audiofour reasons.
to- Visual Siivice Cent.’,
It "It is not a determent, ’2) the administered with prejudice
list’s are almost whidly ignorant ward minority races and the
I:nerviness. "In the past 30 years,
it psychiatriC factors, 31 there are
executed in the
too many possibilities of executing 3.700 persons were
of these were
the %%Tone pers,m and 41 when a US . and 2.0(a)
II,’ mu Wyatt, an outstanding Bay
person is executed, he is denied Negroes," Baulch reports.
F’ather Leach expresses the of- Area folk singer. will appear at
thet to change."
ficial posit ion of the catholic’ tonight’s (’n-Pee, according to Jo
SIKIETY’S SCApE60AT
"Society has the right to pro- Church when he says, "The Caths I Anna Spatafore, (’n-Rev publicity
Church is not against the chairman.
tect itself," continued the Rev- one
church ; Wyatt is a San Jose State gradd Rt. tled e "but it has means death penalty and no other
execution! has the tight to be against it uate and a former SJS track star
uf protcction other than
state does have the He will perform at approximatela
Life imprisonment is a substitute. because the
9 p.m.
We make a senisviiiat ipit of mum- right to take life.
"I personally believe it is efAn all-college badminton tournaderera to rid 01.111w1VeS of guilt."
continues.
he
ment will also he held throughout
Latarence (tauten ex-mnviel in fective,the evening in WG23.
San Quentin and a student at the
.1Cst 1111sAGREE
CAT
Music along tonight’s theme,
Berkeley Baptist Seminary, agrees
But there is personal disagteej that society vents its unrest) ca ment among Catholics. The Rev, "Bunny 13ounce," will be provided
hates anti guilts on a small num- Daniel McAlister, former Catholic by the Chancellors, Co-Rec begins
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is by ASH
her of scapegorits when it est,
tt’ontlinued on page ,11)
car4.
cutes.

Herm Wyatt Here

Tonight at 9

Wooster. Cleveland anti Chicago.) From his around-the-world traySince 1955, Dr Toynhee has lee- els iii 1956-57. resulted "East to
of Permsyltania in 1961, is ’Arner- West. A Journey Round the
lea and the World Resolution- World." Traveling with his wife,
published in 1962.
he visited India, Pakistan and
tured at Varna’s
eampuses Afghanistan in 1960. A des,ription
from Isiant to roast during visits of this journey is ineluded in "Between Oxus and Juma."
to the United States.
During his California tour, Dr.
His most recent book, based on
his lecture series at the Unit ersity Toynbee will lecture at Stanford,
cabrillo College. Monterey Peninola College and Big Sur.
The professor will be aceorn,,anied by his wife who collaboated with him in the "Annual
-Limeys of International Affairs"
tor the. Royal Institute of International Affairs fin which he was
the director until his retirement
in 1955.
Dr. Toynbee’s talk is sponsored
by the College Lee? Lire (’,anal t tee.
Following Easter vacation, lzr.
Ashley Montagu, anthropologist,
writer and lecturer will come to
San Jose State Wednesday, April
17, to discuss "The Nature of Human Nat e."
Friday. April 19, Dr. Thomas F.
ARNOLD J. TOYNBEE
McGann, professor of Latin and
. eminent historian American History at the University of ’Texas and visiting professor
at Stanford will lecture on "Latin
America and the United States: A
7\ PA’ Era."

Phelan Contest Deadline;
Awards in Ten Divisions Cancer Research

:aide. There
,ge
Tomorrow at 5 p.m. is the dead- ,.
line for submitting entries to the limit.
Phelan Literary Awards Contest. j A grand prize of S100 is offered
All contributions must be turnedifor the best single manuscript.
in to the English Department of- First prize in each category is $50:
second prize. $20: and third prize
fice, F0102,
-Advances in Cancer Research
All contributions must be origi- is $15.
as Related to Basic Sciences" will
nal, unpublished works. All must
be revealed by Dr. George E.
be typed in double space. The full
Moore when he speaks tonight at
title of each entry should be place’1
in S142.
at the top of the first page and
One ot the nation’s leaders in
should
title
of
this
abbreviation
an
cancer research. Dr Moore holds
be placed in the upper left-hand
-ix degrees (min the University
should
corner of each page. Pages
,f Minnesota, including an M.D.
and a Ph.D. in surgeta,.. HP is the
be numbered
tlents
and
faculty
will
have
the
opName of the writer must not
brother of Dean Robert J. Moore
d
to dist uss various of the division of sciences and
appear anywhere on the manu- poi-tunny toay
Corps
developments
of
the
Peace
script. A cover sheet for each in oceupations at SJS.
entry must be submitted with Thomas D. Smith proeram ofWhen only in his early 20’s, he
firer
In
the
division
of
private
orwith the name of the author, title,
made the major discovery that
ganizations
for
the
Peace
Corps.
and the division into which each
brain tumors can be localized by
and Miss Joan Farnsworth Corbett. radio isotopes. He is. now research
contribution is entered.
assistant,
administ
rat
foe
Entries will be accepted in theprofessor of biology and director
A movie on the Peace Corps will of the Po,swell Park Division of
following divisions: 1. Patterned
lyric I stanzaic, other than sonnet. he shown today in Morris Dailey
to
non-satirical): 2. Sonnet non-sat - Auditorium from 1130 a.m.
Meal): 3. nee verse lyric ’non- 12130 P.m.
Don R Ryan, assistant to the
-oltiricall; 4. Narrative or satir,,,I verse ifrrio iii patternedi; 5 dean of students. reported that
both Nliss Corbett and Scott will
make arrangements to stay an additional day if individuals ma’ organNo Daily Friday
izations would wish to discuss the
TI"’ sP"ri"" 1)"I‘ "in not I"’ Peace Corps tomorrow. R y a n
Easter
due
to
Fridav
published
stressed the imphrtance of making
varation. The Daits iv ill begin re- prior arrangements, by eontacting
April
i pubtication on W ednestla).
him at the Dean of Students Office, Mtn 269.
1 17.
13iith nirps leaders will be avail’
’ Prose satire; 6. Short story, over able today at the following times
to meet with interested individual,
2,000 words: 7. Short story. up to
10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.. 12:30 p1:.
8. Familiar essay or
1:30 1, m. 3:30 p.m. -4 30 P.m.
words’
; 2’()
reminiscence; 9. Critical essay t lit Tonight Scott will speak at Hunvet’ Hall at 7 t,, :ill interested od ;11.:17 ocriltitcolsnithreer
sons
DR. GEORGE E. MOORE
. . . cancer research
A contestant may submit no
kit
litiUs.;.:its.si..s.
r
more than two manusei ipts in each
ersity
of Buffalo Graduate
of the 10 categories. In order to be
sehool.
W 11111
Illt
eligible for the Phelan AWardS, an
Recently he Ibis been studying
applicant must be registered as a
leans 01 preventing cancer and
PraCtICk
regular student (six and one-half
attacking separately the more
or more units) during the sprint:
lian 100 diseases that are encomTO(IWV?
graduate
a
be
may
He
semester.
passed by the word "cancer "
955
Dr. NItatre was awarded the
’hancellor’s Medal from the State
DI Cafeteria Lawn
University of New York at Buffalo this year. His honors also inat 7th St.
,liale the Samuel D Gross Prize
\ ttwesligation iit the pheniiiii2:30
10:30
di Sorcery ,19501 and the Buffalo
,-t the pet son will be conductiri
I :vening News AWard for Onted by an internationally’ known
nrc.
"n^MnThMl
171 4
1.
.-landing Citizen t 1935’
philosopher tomorrow at 8 in
TH139.
John B. Shanks, S.J., professor
of philosophy at the University of
Santa Clnra will speak o n th e
subject. "Phenomenology and a Rethinking of Scholasticism."
The iiiit idea was that man Was
r
Father Shanks received his B.A.; "Values in Psseh otheapy
degree from Santa Clara in 1947.. Charlotte Buhler will be discussed haltiealIN Mal. and theratta
his M.A. from Gonz.aga University . by Dr. Robin Clyde. per,onnel man- s getting him to areept pressures of
in 1948. and his doctorate from lager. at this afternoon’s book society. The nest isincept ol values
talk at 12:30 in tssims A anti B says that man is basicallt.
Louvain in 1959.
and its therapy involves trying to
He has taught at the univer- of the college cafeteria.
Dr. Clyde plans to point out the get the patient to learn about and
sities of San Francisco, ShaSsburg, and Frankfort. At Strass- contrast between the elder histori- accept his freedo m a nd responsiburg. Father Shanks attended lee- ; cal ideas of psychrithernpv and the WHIN’.
modern ones.
; It is a deliehttul little piece of
tures by Martin Heidigger.
work accorrittn: to Dr Clyde It us
lie came to SCL1 in 1961.
tld fashionerl and gentle but timeThe Husserhan notion of inter subjectivity will play an important
iv-, and it deals with problems simThe deadline tor submitting all- ilar to the discussion of moral valpart in Father Shanks’ study ot
the phenomenon of man. Ile feels filtrations to the Pacific Neighbors’ ues held at last month’s Sparta it is possible to rethink sehokisti- sister city program has been ex- camp conference
cism in terms of the phenomenon - tended until April 15. Applications
Dr. Clyde received his Ph .D in
logical method in its analysis of must he mailed to James Ammons psychology, with a stress in rounthe human person on the level of ; 477 F. San Fernando St., San Jose, %cling and clinical, at Ohio State
before April 15
intersubjectoity.
University in 1956.

Subject of Speech
By Leading Doctor

Peace Corps Pair
On Campus Today

a 1.7,17-).,,;., 1:,;-.

5

SCU Philosopher
To Speak Tonight

Buhler’s ’Values in Psychotherapy’
To Be Discussed at Book Talk

Deadline Extended
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Thrust and Parry

Zbe Column

Minister Examines
Morals Question

GEORGE MARTIN

By

Of Pestilence and Disease

I wish you could see me as I write this, just for a study in
human misery and degradation. I am lying in a bed, with my typewriter on the floor, and the devastation which follows the attack
of a rotten cold and flu all about me.
Kleenex. Vick’s Vapo Rub, cough drops, aspirinthey’re all
there, and each contributes to the feeling that a truly heroic battle
is being waged inside my poor wasted body.
Morale-wise. I don’t think a column has been written under
such adverse circumstances in several hundred years at least. All
my profs are mad at me i prolonged illness has sapped my efficiency
and my undone assignments index has zoomed). my roommates
(bless them, keep saying. "Come on. George, you can make it if
you put your mind to it!" and I feel I have even deserted my
beloved Spartan Daily.
To my left, underneath my night stand, is ’The Making of a
President" which soon must be reported on for History. Next to
my typewriter is a TV news script which must be rewritten to pad
the ending so it will fit the film clip it’s supposed to narrate. On
the floor are various magazines and books concerning press censorship in Britain. I can take a little comfort in the fact that the
paper is almost done, but that last typing should take a couple of
hours at least, and my arms are like lead.
Outside my window, every little kid in all of Santa Clara
County is playing cops and robbers, and I wish tomorrow would
come so they would have to go to school.
Even my great crusading journalist’s heart seems to be
knuckling under, and my last reserves of that famous strength of
character and will for which I am famous aren’t percolating
properly.
Arghh.
Editor’s note: When last seen, George was sunning himself
on a flat rock near his home, trying to regain his health and his
strength. Both are returning now, and George promises columns
with increased frequency after vacation. "I can’t understand what
caused me to get sick." he said Monday. "Perhaps it was something I ate or drank at that Lyke Staff party last week."

Editor:
I find myself quite interested
in the dialogue between Mr.
Browning and Miss Saltzman on
the question of morals. I would
like to say both a ’yes’ and a
’no’ to some of the questions.
I would like to say a ’yes’ to
the fact that a moral statement
in and of itself possesses no
mot al characteristics. A moral
has qualities of goodness only as
it expresses qualities of relationship or responsibility between
persons and things or between
persons and persons. I have
never heard of moral codes between ’things.’ Therefote, an attempt to isolate a moral all by
itself as a thing in itself seems
impossible.
On the other hand I would
say ’no’ to the implication that
morals are not related to God,
and thus to be left to the philosopher. I would ask some serious questions. If morals and
value systems are in relationship to persons, and possibly
even to a person, then one must
ask for the basis of our value
systems. I would see four main
focii.
First, we can base our morals
on our own formulations. Then
the criterion for evaluating a
moral is whether it fulfills my

’Socialist Front’ Trend
Starting in Europe
By K. C.
United

THALER

Press International

LONDON ’UPI)
Recent
shifts to the political left have
conjured up the specter of a
"Socialist front" in Western
Europe that might act in solidarity. as did the Catholic Christian Democrats in the years
after the war.
In Britain where the Conservative government of Prime Minister Harold Macmillan is hard
pressed, the Laborites have been
gaining ground steadily and are
at present confident they can
win the next general election.
In West Germany Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer’s Christian
Democrats have suffered losses
to the Socialists in West BerTliiin.
in
nt
rT1.1,
and

Rhineland, one of their strongholds.
In Italy leftist advances are
predicted in the forthcoming
elections.
SWING

TOWARD

LEFT

Nowhere in the major Western European countries have the
Socialists so far taken over
power, but political observers
see an orientation of Europe towards the left in the near future.
This prospect has set off speculation that a Socialist front
might be welded in Western
Europe.
Such a front, it is said, would
align Labor in Britain with Socialists in Germany, Italy, the
Belcountries,
Scandinavian
gium and the Netherlands
comparable to the post-war
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a sillier
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alignment of Catholic leaders
of Germany, France and Italy.
Past experience has shown,
however, that labor leaders in
Europe appear more closely in
tune when out of power than
when in government.
BRITISH

RELUCTANCE

Ernest Bevin, Britain’s one
time foreign secretary and a
formidable figure in the Labor
government of the 1950s, was
reluctant to lead Britain into
Europe when Socialists on the
continent were clamoring for a
united Ellrope.
Nevertheless, there are strong
common factors which auger
well for an alignment. On some
major issues they agree, as on
the important and currently
highly controversial problem of
defense.
Britain’s Labor leader Harold Wilson is closer to Kennedy
on nuclear strategy than is Macmillan. Wilson is advocating that
Britain abandon an independent
deterrent and leave the monopoly in the West to the United
States.
Some political observers hold
Labor’s defense policy might
have been "tailor-made" to fit
the American concept of the
future of NATO.

Spattanegaily

own goals. In this ease we run
the danger of being our own
’gods’ and of playing ’god’ with
all others in our relationships in
an attempt to satisfy our own
hedonistic values. Modern man
has become vet), distrustful of
his own ego drives and his predilection to rationalize his own
motives so they come out white
as snow. Modern psychology has
taught me well to not trust myself to be my own ’god!’
Second. recognizing that we
may not be able to trust our own
self-made systems, we can follow the systems of others. Here,
we run the danger of allowing
the dogmas of others to play
’god’ with us. and to sell out
ourselves to become happy(?)
conformists.
A third focal point for morals
may be an attempted combination of the first two. Namely,
to develop a code which allows
us to be individuals, but still
with sensitive responsibility to
society. This seems to me wiser
than either of the first two. But.
even here, I would have to ask,
"Can the interrelationship of my
own ego involved self and the
ego involved selves of corporate
society come out with a reliable
guide which says much about the
’oughtness of life’?" It may say
a lot about majority opinion.
But does it respond effectively
to the questions about my essential being, about what my
life ought to express, about what
is the real meaning of other persons with whom I have moral
relationships?
Here, I personally affirm a
fourth focal point. Namely a
combination of the first two (the
recognition of the self and its
desires and a sensitivity to society) and a recognition of responsibility and faithfulness to
that which creates, maintains,
and sustains us, the ground of
our being, God. A moral code or
value system derives, then, from
one’s sense of faithfulness to
God, to whom we have some
responsibility in how we interact
with His created things and His
created persons.
This is no different than in
saying our moral code of love
derives from the quality of faithfulness to our beloved to whom
we sense some responsibility. A
question of faithfulness to God
does not bind me to obedience to
a rigid code as some think.
Rather, I am freed from the
code to he faithful to God, in
the same manner that faithfulness to one’s wife does not bind
us to a rigid code formulated
by someone else but, rather.
frees us from others’ codes to
be able to fully express faithfulness. I must admit, however,
that faithfulness requires a tremendous insight both into God
and into the nature of persons
to whom we are to be faithful.
No, morals cannot be discussed
either ultimately or adequately
without raising the question of
the ’ground of our being,’
namely, God.
Don Eminel,
Presbjterlan Campus Pastor
for United Campus
Christian Ministry

Should Bring Anti-UN
Speakers to Campus?
Editor:
I am pleased to read that the
Education Through Speakets
Committee plans to bring speakers te campus who will speak
about the United Nations: it is
an organization well worth our
attention. But I can hardly see
how speakers "from" the U.N.
can give anything but a favorably-biased view about it.
Education becomes indoctrination when only one side of an
Issue is presented. so if this is
truly to be "education" through
speakers, let’s have the other
side of this apparent comm.
versy.
Such men as Congressman
James B. Utt of California who
has introduced a bill in Congress
to get the U.S. out of the U.N.
Al Mason
ASH A164’.?

’Need More Room
For Weightlifting’
Editor:
We are supposed to be a nation stressing physical fitness
and yet our P. E. Department
will not make more mom for the
resistive exercise program. Each
semester thousands of students.
with an interest in being physically fit and not just muscle men,
are turned down because of limited space. I’m in weight lifting
with the idea of keeping myself
physically fit, but how can I do
this with 30 other students besides myself in one small, overcrowded room? The room used is
too small and unequipped for the
enrollment at the college. Because weight -lifting is becoming
more popular, we, the students,
should demand more equipment
and more room for a better place
to improve our fitness in a safe
and organized manner. This room
is not just for the P.E. majors,
but for every male student on
campus. Weight lifting is not just
a course to build a bigger body.
but it is one to help build a
stronger and more durable person. There have not been any serious accidents yet, but cc if:
these overcrowded conditi..n,
someone is going to be hurt. I’m
not pushing this because I’m a
"Jock", my real major is pre-theology. but because I’m interested
in not getting broken bones or a
cracked head due to present conditions.

The virtue of a conservative is
to yield in order to preserve.
The question to Mr. Di Pippo is:
Should we remain implacable
and teactionary and lose all? His
final conclusion is so logically
absurd that it does not even
merit comment.
Mr. Sutter seems to be slightly confused about "consent of
the governed." This "consent"
becomes almost vacuous when it
goes beyond the election of representatives.
"Consent" would be applicable
and feasible in Sutter’s viewing
possibly something similar to a
Greek city state of 5,000 or less,
not in a country like ours of
some 190 millions. His alliance
with the Birch Society what
ever they stand fort is understandable, considering his views
on the above. Quite possibly the
Birch Society stands for something akin to what is pre-society
or pre-modern civilization. Finally. I cannot imagine how
Christian morality got into this
subject.
Mr. Mason appears to be
closer to a concrete abjection
but misses the point. In the
first place, if the U.S. had supported the League of Nations,
the problems we are confronted
with today might have been
solved 20 years ago. The UN
has, if nothing else, acted as
a forum similar to an escape

Reader Takes on
Anti-MUN Students
Editor:
According to Mr. Di Pippri, he
is "against the MUN for %%i
its stands for and not the Mt
as such." It would then follov,
that he would be against the
development of an understanding among college students toward a more realistic and objective view of international politics. He speaks of losing sovereignty to the control of a "centralized tyranny" and here he
is taking much more liberty than
his ratiocinative powers would
permit.
People, in governments

valve that has allowed a eontinuing cold war and not an
internecine nuclear hidoeffled
Mike Gates
Asi2e!

Reader Points Out
Facts About MUN
Dear Editor:

I would like to make known to
the student body certain fails
and figures concerning the function of the "%MTN in relationship
to the SJS student body.
Quite obvious, is the fact that
the MUN is a small campus organization from which the majority of students derive alisolutely no benefit. Yet, despite
this, the ASB originally allocated
$1500 to the MUN and further
allocated the sum of 5.500 1.. the
MUN. Together with an unsecured loan of $2200, we find that
the ASH has allocated the sum
of $4200 to the MUN. The loan
was arranged to be payable in
June, with absolutely no interest
charge. MUN also has the full
use of the following campus facilities with absolutely no (’har4e:
It Two complete rooms in the
College Union.
2) Free utilities.
34 Several typewriters.
4) Several desks.
5) Telephones for NUN’, ex elusive use.
61 File cabinets.
71 Paper, stamps and other essentials.
I may also mention the fact
that Mr. Obregon, the AWN
president, served for a span of
time in that post while he was
not a member of the SJS student body.
Are these appropriations approved by the ASB constitutem?
Was this approved 1* the student body, since the fund, are
supplied by their dues? Or die
student body government lrally
an oligarchy?
Sincerely yours.
Elizabeth lb’, ,’r
ASI3 A9I/91
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throughout the world, have given
up certain portions of their own
individual sovereignty (some
more than others) to their governments in order to he able to
function in a society to avoid
complete chaos. This became
necessary when expediency required it. Now, it would seem
in this chaotic and apprehensive
world of today that expediency
would demand that these wouldbe sovereign entities relinguish
certain portions of their "soyerignty" in order to preserve
what we still have.

DIANE MAUZY
JERRY ARCA
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Question:

What did the quarter say to the

three

pennies?
Answer:

MALE, TOSTADA or ENCHILADA
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’Big Heads Are Out’
Hollywood Hairdresser
.1,),Lvii I I\
1 11 11"11., woo, I -rrt,pondriil

SJSC Symphony Rewarded

Duf
UN

Tht, 1,,,b girl came out onto the stageit. ,
hill’ chiffon
ire,is that rontrasted nicely with her dark hair. She calmly took
’bet how ;old then glided off through the side door.
But the audience wasn’t satisfied. It kept bringing her back
commanding applause. It was for Miss Marilyn
,:n and again with
tremendous performance at the piano. And the audience
wiled the orchestra to know what an outstanding job they had
accomplished.
’mat was the scene at Concert Hall last night after hearing the
Ian Juse State College Symphony Orchestra. Another performance
scheduled for tonight also at 8:15.
The orchestra was excellent in support of Miss Beebe, and
in all parts of five difficult compositions.
thee outdid themselves
*Not only did the audience appreciate Miss Beebe, hut thes
of success with a hearty applause
ga te David Kent a sweet taste
of consent and encouragement. His composition, "Passacaglia" was
the hest student work to he performed at San Jose for 20 years
and everyme in the audience showed that they hoped it would
happen more often.
Although his composition was short, it was very well done.
!spirts it was reminiscent of Gershwin’s "American in Paris" with
of the city traffic.
the dissonant sounds
The most momentous occasion for the evening was saved for
Ben -Haim "Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra."
the last-- the Paul
"Eastern Mediterranean music" its all, and
The orchestra gaYe the
produced a bigness worthy of a three-screen cinerama theme song.
and conductor, Dr. Gibson Walters.
AL the orchestra members,
and piano soloist Beebe. proved their stamina during Ben-Haim’s
work.
However. in Bach ’s "Concerto for Cimier and Strings" the
: ,no soloing by Miss Beebe and the preciseness of the string
,,nestra made the audience call them back three times for bows.
It was a fitting opening night performance.
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SF Workshop
Slates Child
Adult Play
The San Francisco Actor’s
Workshop schedule for the next
two weeks includes attractions
for children and adult theaterisaers.
In Marines Theater, Mason
,tal Sutter Streets. San Fran :oat, the annual children’s the;.ter prOgi’aM the musical fairy
tole "Magic Butterfly" will he
fiieseined on the next two week of the Easter season. Perfenances will be on Saturday
lid Sunday mornings. 10:30, and
fi.nday afternoons at 2.
At the Encore Theater, Mason
ar Geary Streets, "The Under’
hants" opens Fr

Coin Collections,
Convention Here
An influx of gold will come
to San Jose when Ronnie Carr
of Tulare displays his gold coin
collection at the Coin Festival
and convention of the California
State Numismatic Association
in Cis lc AuditoritiM, April 18-21.
(’a ’’s collection,
valued at
$:250,000, includes every type
and denomination of U. S. gold
coins ever minted. In addition,
he will display gold coins from
es ery lit aneh of the U. S. Mint,
those in Carson City,
Nev.; San Francisco; Denver,
Colo.: Philadelphia, Pa.; New
Orleans. La.; North Carolina,
and Georgia.
The coin display will be open
to the public on the days of
the convention between the
,
and 10 p.m.

I’ii
Gene
Shocove. a
,er who creates styles for movie stars, says
watermelon size scalps for women are going out of vogue.
"The big head is out," trumpets Shocove, who said he’s clip.
last locks for Marlene Dietrich.
Janet Leigh and Jill St. John.
"le, hail its time. The coming
styli. for Fall will be hugging and
sit’ it
the kind af hairdo you
can run sour hand through without getting splinters."
Unlik
ei.ats Weiland 1-riirLULLI. WOO;

Pakistani Parents
Piqued by Presley
It !AV PINNA
.1 I
I .1,r:rational
KAItAt
When 700
Pakistani yauths recently organized an "Elvis Piesley Club,"
their’ w. as it seismic shock
thtiiiuehout this Moslem country’s society. A number of adults
ci upted.
One weekly newspaper deplored any publierty on formation of such a dub, saying it
would encourage the youths of
Pakistan to "wholesale western
waywaidness." Another editorialized: ’"ro set up this hip -Sevin i11.4 matinee idol as a hero sir
up our own failure in captio
the imagination of our you:
The club, however, opci
on a faqir:trans ely low-voltag.e
It \

Is

i

i

It: its prCiiii

Qureishi. it Presley Fan
Club girding the globe. Ecnripf.ed
with an inner cabinet that is
busily a crking up a constitution.
the dub is iun on a non -lit oh
tarsi -a.
"Our admission fee is 5 rupees
I 81
with a monthly sit’ -redotian of 1 rupee 420 cent.’’’ the
presidant said. "With 1. unds
we will hold regular Lis
Presley movies. concerts and ditnees."
In one such sponsttrerl screening of Presley’s "Love Me Tender." the club raised 250 rupees
1530i which it drinated to rehabilitation of the slot ms of the
recent Gar loud. I f ire when 1.000
pewons Wi
I, I leant less.
’As sin t-at se.." titital this
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The first annual Monterey
Folk Festival, May 17-18-19, has
signed the following artists to
appear in the newly constructed
arena on the Monterey County
Fairgrounds:
Peter. Paul and Mary, the
Weavers, Bob Dylan, the Green’
briar Boys, Bessie Griffin and
the Gospel Pearls, Mance Lipscomb, Bessie Jones and the Georgia Sea Island Singers and Dancers, the New Lost City Ramblers,
Barbara Dane, Reverend Overstreet and his Boys. Doe Watson
and Company and the Andrews
Sisters Gospel Singers.
Other artists, now being signed.
will he announced at a future
date. All seats at all five concerts are reserved, and admission
to the Fairgrounds is limited to
those holding reserved seats for
individual performances.
Season tickets, for all five performances, are now on sale at
$21, $16 and $13, less than box
office prices, and are being offered for a limited time only. For
information a n d reservations.
write Box 728, Monterey, California.
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have been militantly curbed, albeit unsuccessfully, within this
country. Teddy boys have been
hounded off Karachi’s sun -baked
pavements by the police; movies
on "the twist" have been banned
by Pakistan’s Censor Board.
Karachi’s Presley fans, however, shrug away all such adult
repressions by saying this is the
"first organized and healthy"
club open to youths of decent
families. "And we mean to keep
it that way," a crew-cut boy
draped in tight trousers drawled.

V
’soon
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dresoer who have the latest gossip ii,out their clients, Shocove,
proprietor of three salons, does
not chat with customers in the
time-old tradition of be auty
shops.
"I don’t even talk to my clients," he said. "I refuse to listen
I,, their jibber jabber."
It’s in the chair, off with the
hair and on your way home for
Gene’s customers. He considers
himself a cranial artist, refusing
to work on an actress for a picture unless he gets billing on the
screen.
wttrked on two films,
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Palo Alto Artist Shows
Mosaics After Vacation
MuasesI,

’t

II .111.

Pal() Altss

is

ill

cittiege
at the Sim
Art Gall, ry
day. April 17
Ma.. lit
His mosaics are telt:ion; in
theme and have been ell-alt,1 in
the rather uncommon method ot
direct bitild-up technique. Most
mosaicists use the reverse method by laying out the mosaic design on paper and gluing prior
It, applying the grout binding
material.
Hunt employs the direct method of pressing the glass Pieres
directly into I he wet g.
Taft.,
types of gifts; are used by !flint
process:
in this
Italiari S.-narti,
hand -chipped tram large eirt.
sheets. and V P
llAn glass
pit-seri inia SIM II -hope-,
Hunt was barn in Flatter.
Ca lit . in 1935. He al.. nrierl Stanford Unisersity where he receised the B A Orin,- in lu"sq

.1 III 197 Although main biology while in grad-.rho.; he became interin painting and later,

I
j., it

.ne himself to be
If int has been creatin Oil, ill’ works in his Palo
All., -ludo, for the past three
yea!,
In 1062 his work was part of
tvireman exhibition with Sister Mai y Corita at the Stanford
Art Gallery, and he recently
concluded a one-man show at
the DeYoung Museum.
work has also been included in groat) exhibitions at the
I anyon (Iiritery and the Raom
a! ’he Ti p in Palo Alta, and
at thr
rginal Prints Gallery
in San F.anciseo.
The carnpus Art Gall, ry is
crrn ii m 9 through 4 M inrIsty
191’ II%n Friday. and from 1
t
ri
Fzientirei. s
.
.

CENTRAL PARK

"SNOW, CENTRAL PARK SOUTH" by artist Chen Chi is one
of the beautiful watercolors in the "Crc-,currents: 25 Americans"
exhibit that will be on campus for three more days in the Art
Building halls. The campus Art Gallery also has an exhibit collection by French artist Barye.
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ONLY $1 FOR ANY
KINGSTON TRIO ALBUM...
WHEN YOU BUY ONE
AT REGULAR PRICE’
Inspired by the trio’s latest hit, "Greenback Dollar," this offer
makes any Kingston Trio album available for only $1, when you
purchase another at the regular price. There are 16 to choose
from, including their newest "zi--16:’ Buy as many as you like...
but buy them soon! This offer is limited.
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Ingmar Bergman
Film Festival

The Roger Wagner Chorale,
wi trov regarded as America’s finest singing group, is scheduled
to apneal. at San Jose City College at 8:30 p.m. on Friday, April
19.
Headed by its noted Fienehl-om founder and director, the
gro-p numbers 24 voices, equally
divided among men and women.
Oirtinally formed fourteen years
;rat in Southern Califernia, the
(’harale has toured widely in
North and South America and
in Etna- pe. It has received such
Ittinais as pr rtorming in London
define Queen Elizitheth’s Coronatien Season and was chosen
by the President’s Special International Program for Cultural
Pre,ent a t ions to tour ten La ton
American countries last year
First winning distinction f. ir
its series of notable performances.
with Alfred W’rillenslcin and the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, the
Chorale has since recorded extensively for Capitol in a series
of best-selling recordings ranging from folk songs, sea chanties
and Christmas carols, to the
ereat masses. cantatas and madrigals of Bach. Monteverdi. Palestrina and Vaughan Williams.
It has also reached millions of
viewers on major television
shows.
For fuither information and
ticekts call 298-2181. Extension
273.

Raisa Strtichkoto
of tile
Ii01.SH()I

Gordon Scott

Apr.!

Roger Wagner,
Chorale at SJCC
After Vacation

Fir

THE TITANS"

Steve Ree,s and

"Manchurian Candidate" an d
"Come Blow Your Horn." getting
credit each time. That’s more
than many actors can boast.
Shocove is an outspoken opponent of wigs, which he equates
with "wearing a false nose."
"People have asked me to do
their wigs and I refused." he
said. "Most of my clients have
gotten rid of them."
The 33-yrar-old Shocove went
to ,,it s-hool and hi ought a bit
of his classical training with him
into the beauty business.
"I studied art took my training and rommeicialiera on it," he
said. "I call mssell a hair stylist.
There are a let of hairdressers.
But there are those who create
and those who follow."
Shorme is carrying on a subdued feud against Hollywood’s
lady hair stylists who work in
movie studios. He insists the ladies PIE old fashioned.
"There are alsiM1 lour or five
men in town who can handle the
wok." he said. "Maytte there are
a couple of hundred women
working in the FtudioF But the
stars don’t like the women hairdressers. They’re still curling
hair ton tight and not keeping up
with the times."
Whether Shocove is a great
hair stylist might he debatable.
But nobody can deny his bravery.
Who else would challenge an indestry s total work force of lady
hairdressers?

"-day.

K.I1rt t ornpany and Orchestra
vi llir &Ash, Tlestre. %scow
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1 "TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT"
Gordon Scott
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Machiavelli Comedy
"The Mandrake,.’ a comedy
Machiavelli
written by Nicela
and portrayed by the Comedia
Repertory Co.. will be attendel
by San Jose State’s English home
society next Monday night at the
Come-ilia in Menlo Park.
Janet E. Miller. club publicity
chairman, urges members to get
to the theater not later than 8:10
as tickets are tree can’t be reserved. and are on a first -come.
first -served basis.
The society’s next meeting will
be held Ftiday. April 19. at 3:30
p.m. in F0104.

1!1

Summer School
Loans Available

France, Germany. Spain- universities in these three countries will
offer courses for credit next fall to
students from the 17 campuses of
the California State Colleges.
The host universities, under a
new program announced today by
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, are
the University of Aix-en-Pmvenre.
France: the University of Heidelberg and the Free University of
Berlin. Germany, and the University of Madrid, Spain.
But students who hope to study
at any of these universities must
meet rigid qualification standards
!which include a high grade point
average and proficiency in the language of the host university.

National Defense Student Loan
.tpt,lications for the 1963 summer
-ession are now available in Adm.
Don R. Ryan. assistant to the
dean 01 students, reported that
the funds are now available due,
to loan repayment by other students.
Students may borrow up to $180
for a six-weeks session if they
carry five or more units, Ryan
announced. They may borrow up
to $140 for a four-weeks session
they have three or more units
or a total of $300 for a 10-weeks
session.
..Students should apply imme.,.
ly " urged Ryan.

Birns To Speak
Tonight at 7
NATIONAL AWARDS given to Hart’s for its participation in
the 1962 Student Management Workshop are displayed here by
Alex J. Hart, president. Reed Jones, on his right, will serve as
his counterpart during Easter vacation. On Hart’s left is B. J.
Scott
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Students To Spend
’Vacation’ at Hart’s
There a ili la- no "time out for
30 SJS students this Easter. They
will spend the week-long recess in
the Student Management Work p at L. Hart & Son Co.. learn some of the techniques of executives and buyers in a large department stole.
This year’s group fa2es the chal-

lenge ot meeting lite standard, set
by the 1962 workshop, which won
two national awards. The National
Retail Merchants’ Assn. and the
Readers Digest officially recognized Hart’s co-sponsorship of the
workshop as one of the three leading community service programs
among the nation’s retailers.
A student committee, under the
direction of B. J. Scott Norwood.
professor of marketing and one of
the originators of the workshop.
has made selections horn student
applicants for top level positions in
the werkshop.
Each student selected by the
committee is assigned one or nye
executive personnel from Hart’s.
Hart executives and their student counterparts include Pres.,
Alex J. Hart and Reed Jones, Alameda; Henry Haggland. assistant
to the president, and Steve Frohling. Glendale: Norine A. Lindstrom, executive secretary. and
Shit ley Deslevy. San Jose; A. Jenkins Hensley, personnel manager,
and both Alan Archer, Lindsay,
and James Webb, Portland, Ore.;
Gordon Vallandigham, Sunnyvale
store manager, and both Archer
and Webb; Santina Campagna.
!credit manager. and both John
Evenson, Studio City, and James
Spencer, Glendale; Marie Farnsworth, collections manager, and
both Evenson and Spencer: Robert
Miller, advertising, and both Mike
Ritter, San Jose. and Thomas Has’yule, Los Gatos.

"Higher Education and Democracy" will be discussed by Laurence Birns. assistant professor of
!political science at SJS, tonight
at 7 in the Roger Williams House.
Roger Williams Fellowship is
sponsoring the lecture at 156 S.
10th St. Roger Grande. chairman
for the evening, invites all students to attend.
Birns will discuss such pmblems as freedom of teaching, research, and student activities.
Sunday night at 6 the Fellowship will hear "Readings from
Ksihtil Gibran."

’Death Is Society’s
Refusal To Redeem
Its Own Criminals’
ontinued from (taste I
chaplain at San Quentin for lo
years, explains why he is against
capital punishment.
"Killing a man is simply an
expression that society does not
have the interest, the patience, or
the Christianity to go on working
for the redemption of the one
sheep who has stiayed from the
fold." he declares.
"Criminals do not produce themselves; the society in which they
live produces them. Criminals must
bear some responsibility for their
actions, but we all bear some
share of every criminal’s guilt.
KILL PROBLEMS
"The problem Ls not to kill the
criminals but to kill the problems
which produce them," Father McAlister explains.
"Killing a man legally is as
senseless as the murder for which
he was condemned," emphasizes
Father McAlister.
The Santa Clara County Council
of Churches is working vigorously
against capital punishment. Rabbi
Gitin reports that the last time
the moratorium vote came up.
Rabbi Irving Hausman represented
the Board of Rabbis in Sacraments). Father Leach says the
Catholic Church officially neither
supports nor goes against the moratorium bill; therefore, it will not
conduct lobbying action.

,C.4.L Lft.

the Alaska Delmont, ,
5’. ill lie on camp.
’F, -Way in the program. student, must be juniors or above and Easter sacation on Mond
fi and Tuesday, April is, ben
must apply by April 19. Each appli1 and 3 p.m. and 9 and
cant will be screened by a faculty
Biondich is interested
committee at both campus and
ing couples who will work
statewide levels.
Students accepted for the pro-1 and three-teacher rural ,..110,1,,
gram will participate in an orien- , The Jefferson
n
tation study of the host country. School District, in Daly (Thy, s
Mateo
lanCounty,
advanced
will be on cami
will receive intensive
guage study in the language, and Wednestlay. April 17. sigrolps
both
tbs.:
are now 1,eltig Ic
then travel to the selected university to study two semesters in in
courses relevant to each student’s
major objective.
The aim of the program is to
Spring Special
keep the student’s costs at a minimaximum
Soft
Body Perm. W.
him
giving
while
mum
exposure to all aspects of academie
complete with trim,
and social life at the host univershampoo, and set .
7.,;t
sity.
Faculties at the host universitie,
BRECK Shampric
will provide the majority of intruction, while California S t al s.
cream rinse ard set
College faculty will act as resident
3.00
directors of the program at each
of the overseas’ universities.
Students will pay travel, r000s.
board and tuition expenses. A typical program at the University of
Heidelberg is estimated at $1,020,
plus cost of travel.
(Closed Tuesdaisi
261 E. Willem,
7 et Several fellowships have been of fered by the universities in Fran,
and Germany. Also. students studying abroad are eligible for National
Defense Student Loans up to 51,0011
per year.
Further information and application forms are available from the
Dean of Students’ office, Adm 269
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Want a memorable travel
experience? Join a small group of
passengers on a States Line
cruise to the fabled Far East.
You’ll enjoy an attractive outside
cabin with private bath. excear.-,
American cuisine, and use of one
Ship as your hotel in port. Fares
begin as low as $900 round
trip. (It time is limited, fly one wai
For more Information see your
travel agent or write:
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STEWARDESS INTERVIEWS
UNITED AIR LINES Stewardesses have the opportunity to travel, visit beautiful cities and meet
interesting people. Starting salary is $325 per
month for the first 70 hours flown. Up to $6 per
hour premium pay for extra hours flown over 70
to a maxium of 85 plus libreal expenses and excellent fringe benefits. Adventure and excitement
can be yours if you are 20-26 years old, personable,
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could
:elevised professional is
initiate from San Jose and this
would bring much publicity to the
community.
There is constantly talk in the
"FISP of San Jo.ie’s "own" Louis’
Molina and a match for him in
the Cow Palace with s.une
known opponent. With a sports
arena, this business, prestige and
publicity could be kept in the "All America" City . . . not "lost" to
,ither communities.
Another use of such a structure as suggested many times
by San Jose Nen. Columnist
Dick Barrett . . . an lee arena,
booth for competitive and spectator sports.

Both industry and labor 110W
hold social and business gatherings in Santa Clara County which
our present facilities are hardNational championship sporting t.ressed to accommodate and it
ei.ents could readily be invited logical to assume these gatherimzwil continue in attendance as
here if facilities were in evidence.
more industries are established
The American Id n ling Congress here and present ones expand.
ia..e serious eimsiderntion I, S:tn
This points up again the need

purpose centets of this nature:
Seattle has a beautiful, large con%cation and sports celiter as it result on the World’s Fair; Oakland
is contemplating a 0250100mi
sports and convention center; San
Francesco has a 57.500,000 auditorium refurbishing kit) about half
eompleted and private interests
are promoting a large sports arena
for downtown in that city, and
San Francisco does have the
famed Cow Palace; San Mateo
County will soon commence detail
planning for a convention -arena
type building; City of Santa Clara
is contemplating an auditorium:
Portland
has
an
outstanding
Sports Palace; Long Beach has an
outstanding
12,000-plus
sports
arena to go with its already 6,500
seat auditorium; Redding, a relatively small city at the top end
of this state is "talking an auditorium:" Anaheim has had a most
comprehensive Stanford Research
Institute survey made and completed and is moving towards a
really outstanding auditorium -type
structure and . .
again, we remind, what is San Jose really di,It is suggested the time Is
Its-re NOW for the San Jose area
tco have a "Major Sports Committee" ,sr "Commission" to promote snot’ facilities as an arena
and eventually a 311.0011-phis
pIleity stadium. Such a group oof
outstanding risk and sports
lead." in "114 v""ImilnitY "Hild
handle proper recognition of
such teams as the San Jose
ere..
state
NCAA
countr y
uhampions of 1962 and the Lit ill’ League World Champions of
last yPar.

QUIT PULLING, a Keio University judoist (bottom) tells Magoto Ohbayashi of the Northern
California AB-Stars, as Ohbayashi gains a draw

Keio’s Judo Artists Impresszd
stIn

Now . . . as to a closing area: re- ment in this obviously long. Ion4,1111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111 ilIitlIIIllIIIIlillIiiiiIIiIIIIuiiIIIllIll II I’ for planned, good forethought
.iarding sizes and type of such a "ease" for a San Jose Sport arena
’ffiversity officials ills k,
lo SJS judo coach A’ it s
facility as that of which we are of at least 15,000 seating capacity: e!,
Shall San Jose and Santa Clara Celt:Wt. that San Jese State was
speaking.
Scme authorities have stated County sit idle while San Fran- its best stop to date, on a naSan Jose is destined to become the cis’. Oakland and San Mateo tionar tour that will next see the
second largest, or at least the (*taunt,: huild even greater facili- Japanese mat artists in Los An third largest city. in California ties than they ry.w. enjoy and San geles.
- They couldn’t believe the splr::
Dahnken and Lerman carries a beautiful line of
and we pose the question. "Will Jose loses the opportunity to b ring
:ve have some of the best arena people, business, publicity and we have in oar jUf10 prOgraM,’
luggage from $6.30. Also Easter gifts for your
prestige here rather than having Uchida said. "Keio felt we were
facilities or the worst?"
family and loved ones.
our local citizens constantly go to the best opposition it’s met on its
Here’s what other West Coast
facilities in those locales for their tour of the United States."
,i..ornmunities are doing in the
major events? It would seem logBuy Them at
Till. Tokyo institution is sixthseaim of sports arenas. cultural’
’cid that this thought bears some ranked in Japan anti showed why
center:: and convention centers,
of
serious thinking on
Saturday beft.re a ca p a city
Sacramento is building a nearly !eht
citizen of
"A11-America " ctzen
mind of 1,6110 in suartan (Am.
S18,000.000 cultural and spurts ev’’’*
to clipped the
San Jo-- a ad Sant :, ’’a County.
8;
cientrir: Fresno proi-iably will soon,Na
Toe student’s wholese.le distributors
and some Northern California all vote on a multi -million dollar conORIN 52-15, one rhiht aincr anvention renter: Reno and San DiSan Fernando ;Next to Cal Book) 297-3642
:7
other. An enthusiastic throng. at
"-,o :ire building beautiful multi .111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116.
nessing a masterful exhibition ot
..ufin \ mem
ptat throughoat the eatne
I C.1111
I!.?:rli
gram.
to San Francisco today to
Tile San Jt,se State ju It learn
take on the San Francisco State were big brothels to Nc ri dining
its five-day surf, here. J.:
h
nrtters at 2:30 p.m.
In it previous meeting between i itch, hurt II teams in.:.
’ f.rit-storm
the two teams in San JOSE’, 01’

GOING AWAY FOR THE
EASTER HOLIDAYS?

DAHNKEN-LERMAN

San Jose Netters
Face Gator Team

Spartans topped the Gators, 5-1
in a match shortened by lain.

13V.5
TO Y,C)111’,

Tomorrow, the Spartans return
home to face St. Mary’s Collet’,
:it 2:30 p.m. on the Spartan Court,
The match is a makeup of on,
originally scheduled for March 19
The Gaels were unable to
at that time clue to midterms.
The SJS freshman team phiy,
host to Foothill rolle,:re today ,it
2:30 p.m. on the Spartan Clair t-.

0 ill ii

111

TIM TO froTIIIM’
11-1111111110

11111"’

Gc
Iif
s
spE

APPUT OTTINO NICUR
CAA READY foil ME
TRip RomE
YA65RL SILVA WILL MAKE
SuRe *DU art THERE
wISH Lu156 G-AGOIANE
TUNIE-ur OR NEW
Tqw_S
-11-\ECOMPET .SERVIC

ASANT
18 HOLE REGULATION

?Li

23

REGULAR

SAVE 24
ON MAJOR GAS

YAGER & SILVA
(the complete service station)

Hank’s Barber Shop

’

Vo’ht- n I ho white belts pour
the mat, the appearanee is no’
unlik,. an A:thus Murray Da net
Stub.
tiody.iiirs maneuver e,..
in and mine I

Th,

verali Tern strength
CarFic5 Frosh Spikers

703 ETHYL

2050 S.WHITE ROAD
EMUS
snf mni
7ilephowe
,ZCS-336/

78 S. 4th Street

7102;.2/44’re
A ,...ift-itvivif

Schneider. from I..
Alt,,,
whirl, 1 the eollege disens
the spring, from the I :1 C .1 155 Bet, and tilting with
hush track team sine 1957, in
are [Wt.!’ 50 feet in the shot
a head-on clash Saturiiiiy :it
If the Sparfabrioes continu,
Berkeley.
run us they have this se,:
Leading tbe !Marra!" will lop
ther’s no reason why
Forrest Ite:its. flie
I lierald- shouldn’t step over (’al,
ed prep track man In Ito nation
how stiaing the Beal elaim
NO spring. Beaty holds the to Ili.....1 high school 2111 rec,r,1 of
l’ltI:%fivfly
(9.6, 11.1) and
and has a run of 9.4 in
Wayne Ilermen (9.7, 21.4) In the
..nol 47.3 in the till.
sprints, Mel Maine,. I 48.6)
Schneider and Roper the quarto r-mile, John Garrison’
i ’",ter give the Cal y,
Mr..; sotI I:52.1) in the aria iind Joe Neff
stren th in the wei.:110
(1:14.6) In
gives Dean
. iiting spring fi,
Both will I
Miller one of thi strongest rtuiball preirlie
I:
niut ,t
In the million.
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H
USE
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Now n!!
use sam
ink cartridge
Fits Shentler Parker
listerbrook Wearever
Venus Eversharp
Cartridge Fountain Pens

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
For College Men

For Ten Minute Introductory Interview,
come to 303 So. 9th on Wednesday, April
3rd, or Telephone CY 7-8455 Wednesday.

Buy the one that. fits the
pen you own rind the p,11
you may get or 1
Washable Blue. yi
Peru’"’. 1:...
able
Jet Black, Cardinal Red,
Blue Black and t ruin.
Get All -Pen Cnitridges.

6 for 39’ or 8 for 491

1

SALES AND MAnKETIt.:C7 DEPT.
VITA CRAFT CORPORATION

o’../-

RENT A

:.\

Average Earnings $110 Per Week
Plus Cash Bonus
Work In Your Own Home Town

9

(we honor all credit cards)
CY 5-8968

other, as if on a
Uchida said he was surprised
Uchida :oniony mo,
,, *:.:
at the large crowd. and hoped
pointing out pgices tor a
that this was a sign that judo
could lo conducted with greater , menu.
emphasis it t le 1 nited States.
I
puts 40 black
1....!. .1
ALL NEW Ic’63 CARS
nil Mown belts and 170 white
AT LOWEST PRiCES
belts thiough their paces at Men’:.
Factory Warranty
Gym.
Also usod cas at a
The black and brown betterr
Call 3604255
Irate their workout between 11:3I
(Redwood City j
rind 150 p.m.
During a demonstration on
Ill fall properly, Uchida
Speciai:z;ng in All Styles at
:Wowed a ehitr belt to thriow
, him. The 10IAioils iuth, ittl.111114HENRY WATANAK
lag II/
thro.w the stocky
148 B. Alma
293-0705
Vell’ida extra hard.
Open Tries -Sat. 9-6
-Hey, don’t kill me," jested
who prompily droppi.1
youth to the mat with a lei I:
vissoimentosmosa....i..i
to rhow who was still ti

TO S-j’s FACULTY AMID
Ti) DEM IS
MON.THRU FRI.

iDTPTION

9

in one of several hectic matches Saturday. Keio,
high-ranked in Japanese judo circles, thriiled
overflowing crowd at Spartan Gym

Spartcn BLioksfore
-Right

on Campus"

SP %PT tS; D 11.5

Houston Colt

The

California Dumps Diamondmen
For Third Straight Time, 11-2

.455 erupted

By DAN MeLEAN
since early in the seasor,
The University of California MOl (Y1 btlek
,akeiiret
pounded San Jose State starter
San Jose is idle the rest of
Phil McCowan for reur runs and
the week, hut pla%. in the Eini
four hits before an out was reAngeles State Tioirn; -at durcorded in the first inning, and went
ing Easter %avation.
on to register an 11-2 victory over
The Sp.irians mien Monday nielit
the Spartans in Municipal Stadium at 7 against Southern California
last Mehl.
rhvays one of the top teams in
California starting pit vhe
’he enuntrv Turcrint- she sts

the sixth and sev, eight runs in
e2.t innings to overcome an early
Angels lead and win
Las Angeles
a two-game set
the second end of
san Jose’s Municipal Stadium
,erday afternoon. 9-4.
Clara Bronco star
Fortner Santa
delighted the crossl
Fazio
Froie
slamming a two.aut 1.5001 by
off fast bailer Bob
run
home
:::
seventh frame.
:’ley in the
Angels out Helder George Th
1.111U1141 the only other circuit
the afternoon, pulling a
fast hall over the
non Nottebart
In the botno snort in left field
tom of the ninth.
x,etioiart survived a rocky last
..ri the win, while Turthe loss.
.:ame was won by the
tr,zeis. 5-1. when Don Lee. son of
r league great Thorn.
..ped the Colt .45s on
the first six frames.
ivorite Alhie Pearson
Giant swatter Leon
t-..n,,toplied the bat punch for
o hile Fazio led Hous,afeties.

Bakmas
notrer
Heves
ed
Cr-sages
t
:aces oil

Clare

reth & Santa

cArs
’RV:ES

Buy

Sell

Rent

WEDDING GOWNS,
FORMALS, WRAPS,
ALL ACCESSORIES

-- ----I Styles at

.1e. Shop
-t>r:o

Ore

Bridal Rental Shop

F93-0705
t. 9.6

4a25 Corona Dr.
Tel. 253 6164
252.9532
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ENJOY THIS
WEEKEND
11 I

III

The photo was taken :it the
finish line of the 109-yard 11.1,11.
and .1
Tom Welsh s.f
ii
Jose State, is 110 is as %then siyth
pi:, ve in the rave, an 011V100%
third -place finisher.
Welsh and Larry Questad, wig,

440 dash at Starrord. Middleton checked in
at 47.6, while LeFall was timed in a best-ever
47.9. Both are sophomores.

’bete.PXCU1111A41, while
waving their arms in the general
direction of SJS coaches Winter
and Dean Miller.
Mike Gateau informing an ofYamamoto was the only Spa speetik ely.
land that Jim Groothoff does want
tan with two hits, a double and a
The question isn’t one of due in- to run the half-mile. and to put
single. Steve Chet!, normalb
lustge to San .1ose State, for the his name on the entry list. The
second baseman, played t h r rit
two 5.15 sophs then ran 1-2 in against
the Bears, while Lon Rolifetime bests for both,
mero, who has played first base

D ViNCING

11{11)\’ AND
\ I I ND 11r NITES

1.11,

three feet past

:01 1411-.

off starlet
hail the ti

’s r Kubasek. and
- loaded with 1110

’,1
I’, 011 1.11110. in
1%10,
put iite
fire.
5-2 come-from In
.1,- - half of the sixth.
behind victory over Ayer Ili g h oith one out. Larry Elizendo
School on the Spartan Diamond walked Bill Mev.er singled Zeke
San Jose was strong to hat and
Elizondr, in with is
in the field, as the squad hanged - double. .50’ Is
Corriere walkee
out seven hits and went errorless John 1,1 ( otter struck ion. Lyon w:is
on defense. The win breke a two- safe or. ;in Prior, with two runs
game lost ten streak ana .-;i
S,../11111: and Dal e Salinero di ’.5.’
-.
team
C.irvier. in with a single.
TI,.- snarl:, I:O.., It..1 1-0
Tomei risk’ the Spartababes pito
lug lilt.. 110 - St. inning, but host to the Santa Clara fresh ..
%,..r 1,,,,tI
th it Irdr.,

yesterday

0111
10

for a

FLY HOME
FOR EASTER
Make Your Reservations
Early for the Holidays
Cal!

North First St -:et

Swenson Building

San Jose

111.1111.4

ii,i forfeit. marred the first day’s
The
iit.at et. s,
piny in intramural fast -pitch soft; en runs in the first inning out
NIonelay.
b1111j: 011 10 beat the Nlarkhatil
Forfeiting teams included the
Itall squad. 8-.1. Outfielder rloe
Triamends. one ineligible man: the
Wesson homered for the winners.
Red Hoard, no show: Pink Tub AnIn today’s games. Arms Re 11:
nex, one ineligible man: Army and .\ is’ Force ROTC vie
ROTC, one ineligible man: and Air one Ht- (’al-Iiiiwaiians L
Vot
two ineligible men.
ithld two: ihe Si’
adder Hall meet d
Two no-show forfeits or three and
ineligible player forfeits elimi- thrr. Sinfonia play, Ni.i:
Li field lour. the 1 0.1111, ond,
nate a team from the league.
According to Intramural Direc- and l’il’t Tub Annex 111IN on sell
tor Dan Unruh. all ineligible player five: SAF: N.2 and the Individforfeits were caused by team man- uals play on field six. and K ,
agers not having rosters up to date Pi meets the Red Hoard en
seven.
in the intramural office.
Final rounds of the first ..
The only forfeit that changed the
iisult of a game was the one by throw competition must Is.. seo:

rtoTt ’.

given the Spartans an 05-02 victory over Stanford in the triangular, instead of an 03-03 tie.
The men of Bud Winter nipped
the Indians in dual meet seiimeg.

line?
Here’s Width,

, -.Oman

Phone 298-6268

Omaghemi had already wrapped
up second place. This would have

terts further away appear to he
erossing a like target ahead of
objects closest to eyes judging
front a perpendicular point.
The answer must clearly he a
lack in perspective. for why would
Stanford’s Elie Frische and Oklahoma’s Preston Bagley be given
fourth and fifth places, when both
are stepping off at least a foot
to two feet back of the finish

The San Jose State

baseball team picked up feu’ runs
in the bottom of the sixth inning

777

Questa(’ was timed in 9.7, while
five feet behind winning 1.1 0
M U 1 a fl
of San Jose, who kk
clocked in 9.6. A mistreated Wele,
was eiven a ridieulous time of 9.9.
With Webb in third place. where
he obviously ’,clones. SJS would
have swept the 100, as Jimmy

before, he was running in lane
two, closest of all the runners
to the judges’ tand.
It sometimes happens that ob-

Four-Run Sixth Frame
Gives .Spartababes Win

.9mperiel Twee! cepeice

was awarded thild place, ran side by -side in lanes two and ths,
respectively.
Webb is pictured with his rant
foot planted close to a yard past
the finish line. The left side of
body is projected forward with
torso in front tf his forwn,,I
Questad is seen stepping ,d1

76-69.
The fault seems to be in
Wehli’s pimition as he erossed
st
the finish line. .%s menti

Vatitarnoto doubled to lett. ( id ton. %%110 tta replayed 111 the
sekentli to leak Is :Ins, struck
out nine tspartaits uhile he W11
in the game.
Jim Visher replaced McCown)
with none out in the Tirst inning
and a roan on second, and promptly struck out the side. He wound
up with nine strikeouts in five
innings.
Visher allowed only one hit until
the sixth inning, although he was
in trouble in the third and fourth.
In the third, Cal loaded the bases
on a hit hatter, a walk and tin
error. In the fourth, a single and
I,,kro errors gave the Bears
two
ins
’,1ifornia scored five runs on
11 hits in the sixth inning off of
:aid Bill Dakv,:s.
sail :lime scored its "lib toe

runs in the eighth
Alt
twO outs hail been recorded.
Rick Busehini singled. San Jose’s
third hit. Bave Doak walked.
DaW1011
11011111Pd
to ...ore linwhini, and Yam:
to singled
to drive Doak in with the MY.ond run.

lie finish, being gis en a 9.9
C , Quest:id two feet bauk a
9.7, and Frisehe and Bagley
four feet bail% (of Webb) rees-Bing 9.14 and 9.9 Bones, re-

his left foot, which is directly
On the finish Ii
In reality, he
would have to be al
t falling
to he ahead of Welsh.

sett

_

NICE GOING, Bud Winter tells a smiling
Dwight Middleton (r.) and Larry LeFall, after
the pair scored a sterling one-two finish in the

s.j;
11 HAVE
A San Jose Mel,
s photograph, taken at Saturday..
Stanford track meet, ievr.,:
in
apparent slip-up by meet
that cost the Spartans first ’,tail.
in the trian

Shop

CY 2.0462

Lam Colton didn’t :1110%1 a ho
until the fifth inning is bun Miles

slate
Friday they play Brigham
at 2 p.m. on the Cal Poi) te t
in Pomona.
Any further games will Le determined by how SJS does in its
earlier .4a1TIPS. Eight teams are
entered in the tourney.
iso 205 000__II ittp 3
Calitor11111
WU/ 4529 2 ti it
litti Jose

For the best Mexican food in town at very low prices
it’s OUR TAMALE KITCHEN. Tacos 250, tamales
25c, and combination plates from $1.00.
Open Sun Thurs

10

956 Pork Aye,
293.1101

p.m.

Army ROTC. The ROTC team had
won its game. beating Moulder
Hall. 0-1. All other results were
unchanged.
Sinfonia scored 26 runs in the
first inning to top the hull% 1d33-3. in a three :Ind a half

local thinclads wer’ only concerned
with beat mg Stanford on a dual
meet Itiens. But, the point is that.
further tecurrences could p r it v i
fatal tor any team in a sport where inning game. 1,he pla%ers scored
four times each for Sinfonia,
the differenre of a few points dethird baseinameateher Ed Petertermines your ranking on a nas(5n hit two 1
runs.
tional level.
Allen Hall clobbered the Air
And it must be quite obvious by
Force ROTC, 31-2. in a three innow that San Jose State wants
ning game. The winner scored eight
to continue as a collegiate track
runs in the first. 17 in the second
power.
and six runs in the third inning.
Interesting sidelights from a Dave Crandall hit a grand - slam
wonderful afternoon spent in home run in the third. Ron DiaStanford Stadium:
mond and Jim Powell also homered
Lot y LeFall and Dwight Mid- for the Allen Hall team.
dleton continually rushing over to
Playing with only seven men. the
ihe pre, -a etion, to find out what Slob Sacks whipped the Pink Tub
the running .oktre is. Their !Tarnow.’ Annex, 9-4. Kent Marshall threw a
’They mooc tell us anything out one -hitter lei’ the Sacks. and Mark

L.111.1/
/ NI/P/(: I/.
/
/sr

RESTAURANT
fits the
the ern
hot
w
t"
isl
teen.

fridges.
or 49c

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS

(/?,1

Invites Piitt to enjoy their N.I.s special:
Soup and Salad

and

AT
kstore
npus"

#taPia

AND DRIVE-IN

lilt() %STE() CHICKEN
Viitatoes. Vegetable,:
I lot hull itoil Butter
Cof lee or Tea
an, one of 7 tlelirioui. tlesovis

’sr ’s

$1.25

I reg.

Tuesday and Wednesday nights only
Ask for Virginia and show ASB card for this special price
Rest,,uiant 0 pnn
Drivein open

24 hriers
til 3 a rr

521 W. Santa Clara

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it
Most men simply think Menthol -Iced Skin Bracer is the I.,
after-shave lotion around Because it cools rather than he.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes Because .1
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer’s crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect
How,

M511? b.r(!
3

R-APARTAN DAILY

Spartaguide

Artists May Win

,91V

Wednesday. April 1 1963

4

!’,1oney in Contest

41!

ei011.0
. I ;
h4t4 Symphony 4 oro hes(
Wollhootts House. 136
foetus convert ittf
7 p.m.
Dr. GitirSOI1 %Vol
Les to public. S
.itiLha4 lob: Tape recording of
I
Wamen’s firers, t
ig 1.841)-25 on conminton at 6 p.m.: oichesis
, s
;A /100, 3:30 p.m.
p m : Women’s Gym.
Rallj ( ri iiiii ilttee: Everyone insociety for Ads ancement
% ited to livening in T/155, 3.30
Management: John Luke tr,
IBM Data Processing Di \ ise it
sochil Affairs 1’
litre: Meets
speakin Butret Room of Sainte
in (13164,
in
Claire Hotel. 630 p.m.
Allen Hail Talent Show: InterAlpha Phi Omegas: Business and
pledye meeting. College Liniuti. 7 ested ente:tainers are asked to
call Todd Schiffman at 294-81741
Roger Williams relloss she.. .0 sign up before Friday.
.r intent Norse
Meets at
See us for all your bakery needs.’
Wedding cakes, party postrofm
birthday cakes and pies.
San Jose’s finest independent
4
bakery

2 biocko t-orn campus
CY 2.61180

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men over
21 $71 less $12 diyidnd, era net

Fieii trip to San
., pal
Airport control
riae.t in cafeteria room A.
7 17 pm
I-1, r...1 -re’.: Egg dyeing and ba- mg: ED2I0. 7 p.m.
ciajilty Service. Ce.Rec: e1.11.
.,adminton Tournament
Gym.
..11: late Christian Fellowship:
’’"C P1111 speaks on -Knowtilt!
Will’’, Memorial Chapel.
o p in.
Student Peace Union: Study
inrup Committee meets at 565 S.
loth St.. Apt. 4. 8:30 p.m.

California Casualty, 1886
Alameda, 5.1. 244.96:3

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY.
EMPLOYMENT 1101

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
Riders wanted o Las Vegas. Leave Acii
5 Et t 2,7-5726.

;et men’s n

-

Buil-,ight fans - JEln Lrrs
19^. Frant.sto. Tne Bey 4’
tity Taiurine Club. 269 -5S7 In’s gold wedding band on $3
Cis ’ 294-1993.
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R de werited

HOUSING (ID
New,

Ca

split-level 2 ce
Eves. 70 Sc Ern, 294 7744.

1.4

Rid

companion

hula

e

student needed to state

Girls Group Psych Graduate Woth
Recruiter
On Campus

rented
at e

ro LA area

mmedlarely

,

. qua10 mg test for illiteptalaCe COW
degree work in the Psychology objective rind s.iul I ; lire
I ’,apartment, the Psychology Corn- dergraduate cows,. ill
,,; henaii.e Examination. w ill be until the
en tor graduating seniors and

ti

1.

ment training and me-, .nee. 1\4:1 les
i.i,luired.
Campfire Idris
talion, recFurn. rooms, - =, . .1
real ion ..ni!
;. . i17y majors
4
F/Spite 60 b
along with home economics and
Be’
_
hr i
,
,; ..,1.1 district. and
4 tires 4 porshe.
’S1. 5.7.7.
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Call at Student Affairs OfficeAuto 1 iiiii nee for students. Phone 24.
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2427. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 Ss. ME-tions leading to sales management
td in Handy Order Blank
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- Check or Money Order.
Ironing inending-elterations. 682 Sc.
No Phone Orders
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oiatal units on completion of Of, Candidate School. Citizenship
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Business administ rmion majors for territorial s ’1,
positions. Males only and v.
ship required.
Pacific Mutual Life Itmisranee
Co.
Math majors for actorial
’statisticaltraining pt-I) ’4 rut 1/1 Males only.
Patine Telephone & Telegraph
Liberal arts. humanities, laisiness
admiListration and science majors
for service representatives in business offices. Women only.
Factory’ Mutual Engineering Division
Electrical, chemical and
mechanical engineering ni a jii ru
along with civil and general engineering majors, for field engineering
I loss
prevent ion
migineering and industrial fire insurancer.
(01 izenship
required,
males only and no August grad- ,
:tales.
Retail reedit re. Business administ rat ion, industriill relations
and personnel management majors
for in.sairance inspectors. Male:
only and citizenship required.
Touche, Ross, Halley & smart Account mg majors for posit 14 alaS public accountants.
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Print your ad here
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Council Petitions
Deadline April 16
1.9r executive and stu;fent rollI1111 positions, which may .
I le, lie obtained in the College Union,
should Iw returned with the necessary signatures by 4 p.m. Tuesday.
,1\!iril 16. An orientation meeting
till takf place at that time.
lileetions will be Tuesday. April
23, and We.lnesilaj, April 24,

MidIset

Fiats

! ,1

-Furni-hed apt. 2
-’

frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Student Affo:rs Business Office, TH 16, San
Jose State College, Son Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
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Beautiful
Shoes

Job Interviews
Interviews are now b, -1
Building X, 303 5
c-i ,-9:15 a.m. and

Need Faster ride

S

EIMIS

OH

Mrs. Richard Stites, national re- ,
cruiter for Campfire Girls. Inc.,’
will be on campus tomorrow be- .
tween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at 303 S.
Ninth St., Building N. to interview
women interested in joinin:
ganization which serves
seven thorugh high school
The non-profit
,
seeking colleze trained %Loll:L.1i to
fill executive and administl’ative
t ions in the 600.000-member organization.
The program pioneered in the
field of jaruth act Miles. In :unlit
the program is dedicated to spiritual ideas and a wide range of activities which encourage developCa
ment of skills and knriwledge.
Mrs. Stites. national recruiter for.
45,
Campfire Girls, began her career as
field director of the Cannifire Girls
in St. Paul. Minnesota. and Detroit,
Mientgan.
mc

rCA

from the alumni president, a book on Or, ATO
house over the last 50 years, a list of the chapter
roll and a copy of a recent Spartan Daily feature
article on the house.

ATO PRESIDENT Mike Hooper seals a cornerstone during dedication ceremonies for the new
fraternity house. Inside the cornerstone was a
letter from the national president, a message
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i
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l!, is ill be attending the
Cadet Capt. NOVIIIiII1 IWrir
..iention in Sun Valley. has been assigned as
a tinniwal
\lay 1-4. The winner will be MIMS t rat.n with the
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in chemistry and mathematics.
Political science masa.. Cad
Maj, Eric Solander will be fa
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,.. do:sited in a box placed
for
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!or Reed Friday
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TOMORROW:
’fillet: Bowling at Fourth Street
!:.0s I. 14 l! ’X Fourth St.. 6:30 p.m.
Amateur fladio ChM: Meets in
_1.
r. m.
sariLiai
( lob:
Discussion on
r
. .r.ersy
Over the Con-ciousness - Expanding
Dr uy s concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Women s Recreation Assn.:
Competitive swimming at 4:50
p
basktIliall, 7 p.m.

SH (based on current 16 pp,
cent dividend). Singh, men under
25. 0252 less $40 dividend, or a net
of $212.
S1020.000 Bodily Injury Liability: WOO
Property Damage and 2500 Medical
Payments. Other covrages at comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a
year. Call or write for full inIa,
merlon to George Carnpbe

,

Four AFROTC
Senior Cadets
Are Commissioned

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

lore

more bo_cly
Ziet’i11 the blend
-- more flavor
in the smoke
more taste
through tlie filter

_

Address _
City

For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext.
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.

It’s the rich-flaN or leaf that dos -s it! mong L& 1’s choice tobaccos there’s more
of this longer-aged, e xtra-eured 1..af than even in sortie
(-red cigarettes. And
your 11114.
th’’ \liracle Tip - only Imre white touches
with 14 M.8 modern
Gel lots more from L&M - the filter cigarette for people who really like tu

